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Question No.1 is compulsory.
Attempt any four questions from the remaining six questions.
Figures to the right indicate full marks. '
Make suitable assumptions wherever necessay.

Draw the block diagram of OPQSK transmitter and receiver and explain the functioning.
the signal space representation.
Draw the block diagrams of BPSK and DPSK and compare both.

Derive an expression from the probability of error of an integrate and dump receiver.
Explain M.ary FSk with the help of a neat block diagram of transmitter and receiver.

, the PSD.. \ .
.,

State ~nd prove Sampling Theorem.
Explainslowfrequencyhoppingand fast frequency hoppingwiththe help of waveforms.
their merits and demerits.

(b)

Define th'e following:
(i) I HamfTIingdistance

(ii) Hamming bound
(iii) Code rate
(iv) Code efficiency
(v) Systematic and non-systematic codes.

An error control code has the following parity check matrix-

[

1 0 1 1 0 0

]

H= 1 100 10

.011001

(i) Determine the generator matrix G.
(ii) Find the code word that begins with 101 ...

(iii) Decodethe receivedcodeword110110.Commenton errordetectionandcorrectioncapability
of this code. .

(a)

(b)

Explain coder and decoder for cyclic codes. Also list the advantages and disadvantages of cyclic
codes. -
Determine the coded message for the following 8 bit data codes using the following CRC generating
polynomial P(x) = )(4+ X3+ XO

(i) 11001100 (ii) 01011111.

Draw the' block diagram of MSK transmitter. Why MSK is called Shaped QPSK ?
Explain the following in detail with respect to a Convolutional code :-

(i) Code tree
(ii) Trelli's diagram

(iii) State diagram
(iv) Code rate Q constraint length.

7. Write short notes on any three :-
(a) ISI and ICI
(b) Tamed FM
(c) Bit Synchronizer
(d) Sample and Hold Circuit.
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